KIMONO SOLAR COOKER: SIDE MIRROR SIZE - 2X

DO NOT LEAVE UNSUPERVISED. WEAR SUNGLASSES OR DARKER EYE PROTECTION.

I AM NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY INJURY USE ALL SAFETY SYSTEMS TO PROTECT THE EYES AND THE REST OF THE BODY.

DO NOT OPERATE IN WIND CONDITION.

FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT AT matteo.muccioli@gmail.com or FACEBOOK PAGE "STUDIO MUMA" or "MATTEO MUCCIOLI"

COPYRIGHT BY MATTEO MUCCIOLI, RIMINI, ITALY, 06/05/2020.

DO NOT OPERATE IN WIND CONDITION.
KIMONO SOLAR COOKER: REAR MIRROR SIZE - 2 X

KIMONO SOLAR COOKER
COPYRIGHT BY MATTEO MUCCIOLI, RIMINI, ITALY, 06/05/2020
FOR INFORMATION CONTACT AT matteo.muccioli@gmail.com or FACEBOOK PAGE "STUDIO MUMALAB" or "MATTEO MUCCIOLI"
USE ALL SAFETY SYSTEMS TO PROTECT THE EYES AND THE REST OF THE BODY. DO NOT OPERATE IN WIND CONDITIONS.
DO NOT LEAVE UNSUPERVISED. WEAR SUNGLASSES OR DARKER EYE PROTECTION
I AM NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR AN IMPROPER USE
KIMONO SOLAR COOKER: LOWER MIRROR SIZE - 2X

I AM NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR AN IMPROPER USE
DO NOT LEAVE UNSUPERVISED, WEAR SUNGLASSES OR DARKER EYE PROTECTION
USE ALL SAFETY SYSTEMS TO PROTECT THE EYES AND THE REST OF THE BODY. DO NOT OPERATE IN WIND CONDITIONS.

FOR INFORMATION CONTACT AT matteo.muccioli@gmail.com or FACEBOOK PAGE “STUDIO MUMALAB” or “MATTEO MUCCIOLI”

COPYRIGHT BY MATTEO MUCCIOLI, RIMINI ITALY 05/05/2020

KIMONO SOLAR COOKER
KIMONO SOLAR COOKER: FRONT MIRROR SIZE

- Use all safety systems to protect the eyes and the rest of the body. Do not operate in wind conditions.
- I am not responsible for an improper use.
- Do not leave unsupervised. Wear sunglasses or darker eye protection.

For informations contact at matteo.muccioli@gmail.com or Facebook page "Studio Mumalab" or "Matteo Muccioli".

Copyright by Matteo Muccioli, Rimini, Italy, 06/05/2020
I AM NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY INJURIES OR DAMAGES.

DO NOT LEAVE UNATTENDED. WEAR SUNGLASSES OR DARKER EYE PROTECTION TO PROTECT THE EYES AND THE REST OF THE BODY. DO NOT OPERATE IN WIND CONDITIONS.

FOR INFORMATIONS CONTACT AT matteo.muccioli@gmail.com or FACEBOOK PAGE "STUDIO MUMALAB" or "MATTEO MUCCIOLI".

COPYRIGHT BY MATTEO MUCCIOLI, RIMINI, ITALY, 06/05/2020.
I AM NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY INJURY Use All Safety Systems to Protect The Eyes and The Rest of The Body. Do Not Operate in Wind Conditions.

DO NOT OPERATE UNATTENDED. WEAR SUNGLASSES OR DARKER EYE PROTECTION.

For Informations Contact at matteo.muccioli@gmail.com or Facebook Page Studio MumaLab.

Copyright by Matteo Muccioli, Rimini, Italy, 06/05/2020.
Plan View

Kimono Solar Cooker: Front Mirrors Group Assembly

For informations contact at matteo.muccioli@gmail.com or Facebook page "Studio MumaLab" or "Matteo Muccioli"

Copyright by Matteo Muccioli, Rimini, Italy, 06/05/2020

Use all safety systems to protect the eyes and the rest of the body. Do not operate in wind conditions.

Iron Wire or Electrical Clamp

Do not leave unsupervised. Wear sunglasses or darker eye protection.
USE ALL SAFETY SYSTEMS TO PROTECT THE EYES AND THE REST OF THE BODY. DO NOT OPERATE IN WIND CONDITIONS. DO NOT LEAVE UNSUPERVISED. WEAR SUNGLASSES OR DARKER EYE PROTECTION.

I AM NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY IMPROPER USE.

KIMONO SOLAR COOKER: MAIN MIRRORS ASSEMBLY

THREADED ROD M8
KNOB M8
WASHER
PLEXIGLASS WASHER
NUT M8
DO NOT OPERATE FACING THE MIRROR GROUP.

PLAN VIEW

KIMONO SOLAR COOKER: TOTAL ASSEMBLY

USE ALL SAFETY SYSTEMS TO PROTECT THE EYES AND THE REST OF THE BODY. DO NOT OPERATE IN WIND CONDITIONS.

I AM NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY INJURIES RESULTING FROM PROPER USE.

DO NOT LEAVE UNSUPERVISED. WEAR SUNGLASSES OR DARKER EYE PROTECTION.

FOR INFORMATIONS CONTACT AT matteo.muccioli@gmail.com or FACEBOOK PAGE “STUDIO MUMALAB” or “MATTEO MUCCIOLI”

COPYRIGHT BY MATTEO MUCCIOLI, RIMINI, ITALY, 06/05/2020
USE ALL SAFETY SYSTEMS TO PROTECT THE EYES AND THE REST OF THE BODY. DO NOT OPERATE IN WIND CONDITIONS.

I AM NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR AN IMPROPER USE. DO NOT LEAVE UNSUPERVISED. WEAR SUNGLASSES OR DARKER EYE PROTECTION.

FOR INFORMATION CONTACT AT matteo.muccioli@gmail.com or FACEBOOK PAGE "STUDIO MUMALAB" or "MATTEO MUCCIOLI"

COPYRIGHT BY MATTEO MUCCIOLI, RIMINI, ITALY, 06/05/2020

KIMONO SOLAR COOKER: TOTAL ASSEMBLY + POT
ANGLES IN FUNCTION OF SOLAR POSITION

KIMONO SOLAR COOKER: EXAMPLE OF USE

USE ALL SAFETY SYSTEMS TO PROTECT THE EYES AND THE REST OF THE BODY. DO NOT OPERATE IN WIND CONDITIONS.

DO NOT LEAVE UNSUPERVISED. WEAR SUNGLASSES OR DARKER EYE PROTECTION

FOR INFORMATIONS CONTACT AT matteo.muccioli@gmail.com or FACEBOOK PAGE “STUDIO MUMALAB” or “MATTEO MUCCIOLI”

I AM NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR AN IMPROPER USE

COPYRIGHT BY MATTEO MUCCIOLI, RIMINI, ITALY, 06/05/2020